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SMEInnovationand
the Crucial  Role of the Entrepreneur

sumrnary
In this paper we examine the perceptions of entrepreneurs and other concemed
individuals: which factors do they consider critical for success in the innovation process?
From the perspective of the respondents, the entrepreneur is the most important factor in
the innovation process. Intemal aspects dominate not only the list of success factors but
also the top of the list. Extemal aspects appear only in the third and even the fourth
clusters.

A few aspects are believed to be mom  important for the manufacturing sector than for the
service sector. These are unique product advantages, marketing activities, pre-
development, competition and collaboration. The subgroups of responding entrepreneurs
and non-entrepreneurs revealed hardly any  differences. Nor were there many  significant
scale  differences.

Statistically, we may  conclude that the entrepreneurs do not consider extemal
circumstances very  important aspects of innovation success. They have a rather
egocenttic point of view, in that they place  themselves and the intemal process on top
(which they are in a position to influence). Extemal aspects follow much  later. This
attitude obviously entails a considerable  risk of over-estimation.

Introduct ion

Schumpeter views the entrepreneur as the core  of the innovation process. Extensive
research from recent decades has revealed many  other factors of importante  for the
innovation process. In this paper we examine the perceptions of entrepreneurs and other
concemed individu&: which factors do they consider critical for success in the
innovation process? Do they correspond with the common knowledge derived from the
literature, or does their practice  differ from the tbeory?

The fitst  question we asked our respondents was whether their business revolved mainly
around generating products  or services. A service was defined hem. as being intrinsically
intangible and a product as being intrinsically tangible. Innovation is related to the
development and marketing of products  and services that are new from the perspective of
the enterprise. New can  be interpreted here as a totally new product or service, new
utilization possibilities of existing products/services  or improvement of an existing
product/service.



2. Literature  review

2.1 General  success factors in innovation

Montoya-Weiss and Calantone (1994) gathered and synthesized the results of empirical
research on the determinants of new product performance. They identified 18 factors that
capture  the essence of research on these determinants. The most frequently mentioned
determinants are proficiency of technological activities, proficiency of marketing
activities and product advantage. The factor proficiency of technological activities
indicates  profïciency of product development, in-house testing of the product or
prototype, trial/pilot  production, production start-up, and obtaining necessary technology.
Profïciency of marketing activities specifies  profïciency of marketing research, customer
tests of prototypes or samples, test marketsltrial  selling, service, advertising, distribution
and market launch.  Product advantages refer to customer perception  of the product’s
qualitative superiority, tost-benefit  ratio, or performance with respect to the competition.

The findings of Zirger and Maidique (1990) have revealed that managerial excellente is
critical: new product development tends  to be more successful if the process  is planned
and implemented welk  Management commitment  is also  essential in this context. They
finther  stress that the new products  should provide  real  value  to the customer (in tetrns  of
technical performance, lower costs,  unique features, superior quality, or reliability).
Strategie  focus is also important. The authors recommend that finns choose projects  that
complement their existing technological, marketing, and organizational competenties.
The market also contributes  to the success of new products.  The advantages of making
the fïrst  move and large markets  are relevant in this context.

Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1987) have concluded that product superiority is the chief
factor influencing commercial success, in terms of unique features for the customer,
better quality, reduction of customers’ costs,  innovative natum,  superiority over
competing products  and problem-solving features. Project definition and early
predevelopment activities are the most crucial  steps in developing new products.  Project
definition  can  also  be described in terms of a protocol consisting of a clear definition  of
the target market prior to the product development stage. This process  may  indicate
customer needs,  desires and preferences, the product concept, and the product
specifications and requirements. Proficiency in predevelopment activities reflects initial
screening, preliminary market assessment,  preliminary technical assessment, detailed
market study (i.e. marketing research) and business and tïnancial  analysis. Success  does
not result  simply from situational influences but requires both marketing and technical
synergies.

Craig and Hart (1992) presented a genera1 overview of the literature on research into the
dynamics  of new product development (a more marketing-oriented term) or innovation (a
more R&D-oriented  term) In their view, new product development is a necessity rather
than a strategie  option. There are different types or measures of product development,
based on criteria such  as present or new technology, existing or new product lines,
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present or new marketing and current or new customer segments. The main  themes in
new product development research are:

- strategy: the need for new product development requires a guiding corporate
strategy.

- management: successful new product development receives  considerable  support
from top management.

- company characteristics: a decentralized, flexible structure  that entourages risk-
taking is the most conducive to success.

- process: the more complete the new product development process, the more
successful the outcome.

- people: organizational design and project management are significant factors.
- information: dlssemination of information and the extent of communication witbin

the organization are important for the new development process.

Yap and Souder  (1994) submit that the smal1 entrepreneurial  high-technology firms they
studied treed  to adopt strategies that arc  very  different from the ones  used by large
organizations to maximize their chances of success with their new product introductions.
These strategies include selecting projects  with high synergies and developing products
that wil1 encounter little competition and high customer need, applying high quality
resources, ensuring excellent interdepartmental communications, encouraging early
involvement by top management, recruiting influential product champions, and avoiding
technologies  that require dramatic  behavioral modification among customers. Generally,
these pmscriptions  are fairly conservative:  stick with your core technologies,  seek out
niche  opportunities, and do not overextend your abilities.

Atuahene-Gima (1996) described the results of a study comparing the innovation
activities of service firms and manufacturen. While service and manufacturing firms
focus on similar factors for improving innovation  performance, their relative importante
depends on the type of firm.  The critical factor for service firms is tbe importante  they
attribute to innovation in the firm’s human  resource strategy, as wel1 as management
support and teamwork. Manufacturers  focus primarily on the advantage and quality of
product innovation.

In introducing new products,  having a unique and superior product, a strong market
orientation, pre-development activities (i.e. homework), a sharp and early product
definition and the right people werking on the project are  key factor  for success
(Cooper, 1990). The author concludes tbat execution quality becomes crucial at a very
early stage in the new product project.

Rothwell et al. (1974) renewed the SAPPHO (Scientific Activity Predictor from Pattems
with Heuristic Options) project, which was designed to identify differences between
successful and unsuccessful  technological innovations. The factors that proved the most
important to success were the ones  conceming treed  satisfaction. User needs  must be
determined and met and should be monitored throughout the course of the innovation,
since they very  rarely remain completely static.  The importante  of good communication
and efficient  market intelligente are highlighted as well. Moreover, integration of the
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marketing and development functions are necessary throughout the innovation.
Innovation is a multi-functional process, and success is neither attributable to nor
attalnable  through a single or a few isolated factors.

Calantone, Schmldt  and Song (1996) have provided managerlal guidelines for new
product success. They advise building appropriate new product development resources
and expertise. Adequate marketing research, a decent sales force, distribution,
advertising, and promotional resources and skills are among the conditions for
conducting market assessment studies, testing products, and introducing products
successfully. Their results have also  indicated that greater proficiency in marketing and
technical activities increases the likelihood of success for new products. Collecting and
assessing information on the market and the competition contribute  to a better
understanding of these areas.

Cross-functional integration and competitive  product advantage are  two key determinants
for new product success (Song and Party,  1997). Cross-functional integration is a
collective  term for the integration between R&D  and manufacturing, between marketing
and R&D  and between marketing and manufacturing. This integration means  that an
early understanding of market needs,  desires, and behavior is essential for new product
success.

Maidique and Zirger (1984) listed the following areas  as being important for a new
product’s success: market knowledge gained through dealing with customers, planning of
the new product process, marketing, management support, contribution margin of the
product, early market entry, and compatibility of the new product technologies  and
markets  with the developing organization’s current strengths.

Dwyer (1990) investigated the impact of various elements of the firm’s intemal situation
on the proficiency of product innovation management and outlined the systems for better
management of product innovation.

Edgett, Shipley and Forbes (1992) compared the success of new product innovations at
Japanese and British finns.  They concluded that Japanese finns  outperform British ones
only marginally. The main  reason for the outperfonnance is that the Japanese tïrms  place
greater emphasis on meeting consumer  needs  by ensuring reliable, quality products at
competitive  prlces.

Song and Parry (1994) identified six dimensions as significant correlates  of new product
success: market potential and marketing proficiency, competitive  intensity and relative
lack of product advantage, production start-up proficiency, perceived risk, market
determinateness, and technical synergy and proficiency. Market potential reflected the
intensity of customer need for the product, market size,  and the growth rate.  The
protïciency of marketing activities depended on the firm’s  understanding of customer
needs,  buyer behavior, and the competitive  situation, as wel1 as on whether the firm
canied out  the preliminary market assessment, the prototype test with customers, the test
market, and the market launch.  The second  dimension indicated intense competition and
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scarcity of advantages over existing products.  Product start-up proficiency meant
adequate financial resources, thorough preparation for the launch  and production of
sufficient  volume to satisfy demand.  Perceived risk  was interpreted  as accurate risk
perception.  Market determinateness reflected the degree to which the product was clearly
specified  by the marketplace. Finally, technical synergy and proficiency conveyed the
firm’s engineeting, R&D,  and managerial skills, as wel1  as proficiency in preliminary
technical assessment and prototype tests.

Dwyer and Mellor (1991) observed links between the firm’s  organizational
characteristics on the one hand and new product process activities on the other hand and
also between proficiency in activity and new product project outcomes. Of al1
organizational elements, skills have a particularly strong impact on proficiency in
activity. The second  outcome has important implications for management and supports
the importante  of pre-development activities in the new product process.

Heracleous (1998) strcssed  the importante  of human  resource development as a driving
force behind innovation. The world’s most admired companies  consistently invest
heavily in their human  resources. Leadership is crucial  in orchestrating both individual
career development and the appropriate organizational architecture. People are thus the
crucial  success  factor, with information technology as a supportive element.

Hatch  and Mowery (1998) have found that dedicated process development facilities,
geographic proximity between development and manufacturing facilities, and the
duplication of equipment  between development and manufacturing facilities are al1
significant for improving performance in introducing new technologies.  Improvement of
manufacturing  performance is influenced primarily by the systematic  allocation of
engineering labor to problem-solving activities. Furthermore, the characteristics of
learning for new processes  reflect significant diffemnces  between tbe environments
within which new processes  are developcd. Individual performance in new process
introduction is also amenable to managerial actions. Careful management of new process
introductions is very  important,

Individual capacity to transform circumstances as desired depends on the application of
personal and organizational resources to negotiate appropriate meanings through social
and political relations with relevant parties. This element is important in the framework
for understanding the construction of innovation (Coopey, Keegan, and Emler 1998).

Pickard (1996) showed the importante  of an innovative culture and environment in which
people fee1 empowered to take rlsks. In this culture and environment, freedom, support
for ideas, time for experimentation, trust, and dynamism are very  important.



2.2 SMEs and Innovation

SMEs  provide  a surprising engine of innovative activity (Thurik,  1996). Nooteboom
(1994) speaks of dynamic  complementarity in innovation between smal1 businesses and
large ones.  Smal1 businesses are strong in inventions aimed at applications of basic
technologies,  in ventums  intended to develop inventions and to implement and introduce
the resulta,  and satisfaction of demand  in smal1 niches  or residual  markets.  Large
businesses, however,  are skilled at fundamental research and invention and efficient
production and distribution, thereby benefíting from economies of scale and scope. The
qualities of smal1 businesses are related to their core  characteristics: independente  and
personality. These characteristics are inevitably associated with the personality of the
entrepreneur.

Huiban  and Bouhsina (1998) stressed the importante  of labor quality in the innovation
process.  Smal1 firms appeared to be less innovative for two reasons. First, they lacked
economies of scale. Second,  quality of manpower is important in the innovation process,
especially the intemal job structure  and the lack  of formal scholsrly  capabilities. Not
every  phase of innovation entails the same job categories.

Karlsson and Olsson (1998) added the regional environment as a potential explanatory
factor behind the success  of innovation by SMEs.  Their hypothesis, however,  was
rejected:  SMEs  are no more dependent on their regional surroundings than large
enterprises  are.

Heunks (1998) showed - in the context of innovation - that proper management of a
business depends on taking advantage of opportunities rather  than on the intrinsic desire
to run a firrn.  Furthermore, a certain  combination of order, flexibility and creativity
fosters innovation. These are typical entmpreneurial aspects.  Size  correlated positively
with innovation, whereas firm  age did not.

Quinn (1985) mentioned that large companies  stay  innovative by behaving  like smal1
entrepreneurial ventures. Smal1 companies  are  prolific innovators for various reasons.
One reason is that innovation occurs in a probabilistic setting: a company never knows
whether a certain result  wil1  yield  success  in the market. For every  new solution that
succeeds,  many  others fail. These risks may  be intolerable for big companies,  as they
jeopardize employment. Quinn mentions the following entrepreneurial factors  as being
crucial  to the success  of innovative smal1 companies:
1. Need orientations: clients should be involved in an early stage.
2 . Experts  and fanatics:  commitment  is an absolute requirement for success.
3 . Long-term  horizons: the obstacles and length of time  required to succeed should not

be underestimated.
4 . Low early costs:  if one approach fails, little time  or money is lost.
5 . Multiple approaches:  technology tends  to advance  through a series of random  insights

that can  be tolerated only by deeply committed entrepreneurs.
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6. Flexibility and quickness: undeterred by committees,  board approvals and other
bureaucratie  delays, the entrepreneur can experiment, test, recycle,  and try again with
little idle time.

7 . Incentives: entrepreneurs can  foresee personal rewards if they are successful.
8. Availability of capital:  financing institutions focus on aspects  such  as the people

requesting funding.

3. Research questions

Based on this literature review, we have identified 13 critical success factors  for the
innovation process in Table 1. The classification is questionable in some respects,
however,  since most items are not mutually exclusive.  In fact,  most are strongly
interrelated. The product itself and the management by the people  involved are most
frequently mentioned as crucial for the innovation’s success, followed by the relation to
the market and the innovation project’s organization. Then come  the surrounding market,
the relationship of the company concemed to the new product, the activities preceding the
actual development, technology, competition, the entrepreneur (both  references from the
section  SMEs  and Znnovurion),  and, finally, the approach to the innovation project, the
innovation culture within the company, and the tïnancing  of the innovation process.

Table  1. Critical Sueenr  Facton  In tbe Imonl&n Procrrs:  Lltaahtre  Review

Motttoya-Weiss  and Calmtcme (1994)
tirgex  and Maidique (1990)
Ccopa  .md Kleins&midt  (1987)
Atuahene-Gima (1996)
cmper  (1990)

Rothwell LI al. (1974)
song mld  Fmy (1997)
Edgett, Sbipleyand  porbes (1992)

2. Humm  Rcsourcc  h&agemmt craig  and  Hart (1992)
Atuahcn- (1996)
Cwper(lW
Dwyer attd  Mclla  (1991)
Helacbu.9  (1998)
Hatch arad  Mowery  (1998)
Cmpey.  Kcegan and Ender (1998)
Httibm md Roubsinr (1998)

Montoya-Weiss  md  Calantme (1994)
Rotbwll  et  al. (1974)
(hiantone,  khmidt and  Song (1996)
Sm3  acd psrry ww
Maidique md zirger  (1984)
Edgett, Sbipky  and Porbes (1992)
Song and Pmy (1994)

4. Rojcct  Defioition  (advance) coopa md  Kkinschmidt (1987)
Crdig  and  Hart (1992)
cw ~1~)
Rotbwell et  <J.  (1974)
Maidique md Zirger  (1984)
Song and  Fany (1994)

5. Market Zuper  attd  Maidique (1990)
YapandSatder(l994
Calardme, Schmidt and Song (1996)
Song snd Party (1994)
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Zirger  and  M a i d i q u e  ( 1 9 9 0 )
YapmdSouder(1994)
M a i d i q u e  md Ziger  (1984)
Smg  and  Pmy  (1994)

7 .  Re-Dcvelopmt Ca&  ~md$iwhmidt  ( 1 9 8 7 )

Dwyamd  M c h  ( 1 9 9 1 )

8. Technological  Activilis Mmdoya-Weiss  and  Chlmtme  ( 1 9 9 4 )
Calantone.  Scbmidt  md Soog  (1996)

9 .  competitial Calwdone,  Scbmidt  and  SmS  (1996)
S o n g  and  Wn-y  ( 1 9 9 4 )

1 0 .  Entreprmeur

ll. Rojeet  Approach

1 2 .  hmovaticm  cu1hue

1 3 .  Pinmcial  Meaas

Heunks  ( 1 9 9 8 )
Quinn  ( 1 9 8 5 )

7irger  and  M a i d i q u e  ( 1 9 9 0 )

Pickmd  ( 1 9 9 6 )

M a i d i q u e  md ZirSer  (1984)

Collaboration was an additional item. Many  recent studies have highlighted the
importante  of collaboration for business success of SMEs  from various perspectives. See
e.g. Galbraith (1980) and Stem, El-Ansary, and Coughlan (1996).
These items were al1  ptesented  to the respondents, together with the question as to
whether tbey agreed that this factor was crucial  in the innovation process.  The respective
values were measured for the different detenninants. The other factors investigated
included the importante  of the product or service’s  distinctive  quality, of the
mspondent’s being an entrepreneur, and, fínally,  of the scale  of the enterprise.

4.  Operat iona l i i t ion

Based on both the literature studied and the interviews with experts, the critical success
factors were operationalized (see Table 2). The uniqueness of the product is related not
only to its intemal aspects  but also  to the market (i.e. price).  Management of human
resources is measured by the current knowledge and attitude and as an opportunity for
knowledge cultivation. Relationship with the client  is an important aspect of marketing,
as is the strength of the distribution channels  and the typical promotional activities.
Project defïnition  entails thinking about both the product and the client  beforehand. The
market characteristics are trivial. The product-company tït is determined in terms of
input, throughput, and output. Ere-development  is related to the advance  project
definition and is both output-related and input-related. The technological activities
include obtaining the right knowledge and achieving the right organization. Erotection  is
one particular aspect of competition, in addition to the more trivial degree of competition
and the novelty of the product involved. The entrepreneurial qualities enclose  both
attitude and activities. The success of the project approach has to do with people and
organization. Innovation culture justifies the support for new ideas and activities.
Funding for the innovation project may  be.  raised intemally (e.g. through reserves) or
extemally (e.g. through bank@.  Finally, the collaboration issue merits  consideration, in
terms of other companies,  knowledge centers and consultants.
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Table  2. Critical  Success  Factors  in tbe InnovaUoa  Procesx  Operationalizatioo

1. utdque Fmduct  Advantages PmdunQtldity
Fmduct  Fttncticms
Quality/Rice  Rektion
Dzsign

2 .  Humm  Resource  ManagcmatTechwlogkanl  Knowkdge
Muketing
Kttowkdge
custnma Gtientatioo
Training  and  Developmmt

3 .  Marketing  Activities Testittg  Ruotype
Provision  of Additional  Sewkes
Stmgth  of  Distribudm  Cbannek
Advertiskg  and  Romotion
Saks  Depanmcnt

4 .  Fmjcct  Ddinitim  (advancc)

5 .  Market

6 .  Roduct-Company  Fit

7 .  Re-DcvekQment

8 .  Tecbnological  Activities

9 .  ccillpedtion

10. hkepraslu

11 . Fmject  Appmacb

12 .  Innovation  Culture

13 .  Fimucial  Mean.

14 .  colkhticm

Specifiwim  of  Target  Gmup
Fbsitimbtg Fmxkct
Fmdwt Functims
Technical  Product  Specificatians

Sizc
cbowlh  Folcntial

Rektion  with  Cutrent  Ass-t
Rektion  with  Cwent  Clienta
Rektion  witb  Cumnt  Tecbnokgical  Knowkdgc

Detumiaaticm  Clicot  Wishes  and  Demanda
competitim  Attalysis
Technical  Peasibility
Rtmcial  Feasibility

Assembling  Techttological  Knowkdge
Dwelcpmmt  FKltm
klemal Testittg  Prototype
Grganization  Frcductim  Rcccss

Novelty  of dtc  New  Roduct
Possibility  for  Patcats

Fmisteoce in  Pmbkm  Solving
cmivity
Team  Spirit  md  Modvatimal  Capacitks

Streogth  of  hject  Lade8
Planning  and  Orgmiaioo
Progress  Checking
Multidisciplinary  Cotqwsition  of  Project  Tam

Oppmlunity  to Air  kutovative  Opinions
space  to Ekborak  Imovative  Idea.9
suppc8t  fa  kltovaöve  klus

Intanal Disp.xability
Rxtenlal  Disposability

Witb  Odxt  Compada
Wim  Knowkdge  Center3
lrNolvement  of  Gmsultmlk
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5. Data Collection

Initially, 638 companies were selected from the Dutch MarktSelect  CD-Rom (which
comprised over 800,000 organizations). The sole crlterion applied was being part of the
smal1 and medium-sized sector (i.e. less than 100 employees). The selection consisted of
388 companies in the service sector and 250 in the manufacturing sector. In addition to
these 638 companies, 322 others were  selected from a rather  subjective database. These
latter  companies were known for their involvement in product development. Given the
smal1 size  of the sample and its partially subjective nature,  the selection may  not have
been fully  representative. Nevertheless,  the process  occurred at random.

Thus, 960 companies were select& Within this group 167 (17.4 percent) returned the
completed  questionnaire on time.  Among these companies, 43.8 percent employed not
more than seven employees and 49.3 percent between seven and 100, the workforce at
the remaining 6.9 percent exceeded 100 people. Among the respondents, 68.3 percent
consisted of the entrepreneurs themselves; the rest were mainly managers. Altogether,
47.3% of the respondents were active  in the manufacturing sector, 27.5% in the service
sector, and 25.2 % in other sectors.

An extensive structured  questionnaire was drafted, containing general  questions,
questions about innovation and questions about critical success  factors.  The fitst  cluster
of questions conveyed the protïle  of the firms and the individual respondents. The
questions concemed the respondent’s position, the year the firm was established, the
number of full-time and part-time employees, the core  business and the firm’s market.

The second  cluster of questions addressed the type of experience of the companies with
innovations. The companies indicated whether their innovations were product or service
innovations, the respective  numbers of product and service innovations, the market and
success  for the new product or service, and the extent to which the new product or service
was innovative (totally new, an improved version  of an existing product service or a new
market for an existing product or service).

The final  cluster of questions asked the respondents for their opinions about the
importante  of the fourteen different critical success  factors  mentioned in the previous
section.  Rach  critical success  factor was covered  by several operational questions. For
instance, the critical success  factor “uniqueness of product/service”  can  be measured by
the operational questions about “uniqueness of quality”, “uniqueness  of product
functions”, “ uniqueness of quality-price ratio”, and “uniqueness of design” (see Table 2).
The various operational questions corresponding to a critical  success  factor represented
different aspects  of that factor. This design of the questionnaire yielded a comprehensive
impression of each  critical factor.

The opinions of the respondents about the operational aspects  were al1  measured on a
tïve-point Lickert scale  (live categories).  Category 1 indicated total disagreement with a
statement, whereas Category 5 corresponded with complete agreement, as answers to the
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question of whether the success of a new product depended strongly on this operational
aspect. The remaining answers were “disagree,” “no opinion,” and “agree.”

6. Testing

In order to compare  the importante  of the different critical success factors, we had to
define  a factor analysis model for each  critical success factor (see Lewis-Beek, 1994).
Such  a model assumes that the measumd  variables (i.e. operational questions) can  be
generated and represented  by just one unobserved common variable known as a factor.
The measurements of the observed variables were believed to contain a margin of error.
Thus, the factor models are basically measurement models for the unobserved common
factors (i.e. the newly defined critical success factors).

SPSS software was used to obtain Maximum Likelihood estimates of the unknown factor
analysis coefficients. The percentages (R* values) of the operational variables, which are
explained by the common factors, provided a good indication of the quality of the factor
analysis models. The factor analysis models fit wel1 in this study (nearly al1  R*  values are
approximately 90%). This means  that each  common factor is a good representation of the
corresponding group of measured operational variables.

The estimates for the unknown coefficients of the fourteen factor analysis models and the
scores of al1  the operational questions enabled US to estimate each  company’s scores for
the common factors of the fourteen separate factor analysis models (see Lewis-Beek,
1994). In every  case, these estimates of the common factors are good indicators of the
values of the critical success factors.

Next, we compared the values of the different critical success factors for each company.
Tables  3 and 4 depict  the mean  values for the critical success factors for the complete set
of data, the manufacturing sector and the service sector, respectively. The critical factors
were ranked in decreasing order of importante.  The top of the tables  lists the factor with
the highest mean  score and the bottom of the tables  the factor with the lowest mean  score.
Table 5 contains analogous mean  scores for entrepreneurs and nonentrepreneurs.
Furthermore, Table 6 presents the mean  scores for the real  innovative firms and the less
innovative firms.  Finally, Table 7 indicates  the mean  scores for firms of different sizes
(large vs. small).

htrcpmeur 4 . 3 4
Unique  P r o d u c t  Advantagu 4 . 1 1
IIlnovation  CUlhKe 4 . 0 9
Fmject  Appmch 4 . 0 5

4 . 5 9 O.MW
0 . 3 6 0 . 7 2 2
0 . 8 9 0 . 3 7 5
1 . 4 8 0 . 1 4 0
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HumanRësourcehtanagenxnt
Marketing Activities
Pmjcct  Detïnition (advmee)
Rt-Dewlopmmt
Markt
RnnncklMeans
Comr>ctitiUl

’
* ’

si@kant  on  a  0.05 kvel
s i g n i f i c a n t  m  a  0 . 1 0  leve1

3 . 9 9
3 . 9 9
3 . 9 5
3 . 9 4
3 . 9 3
3 . 8 2
3 . 7 1
3 . 4 6
3 . 3 8
3 . 3 0

0 . 1 2
0 . 8 0
0 . 2 5
0 . 0 5
1 . 6 8
1 . 4 3
3 . 5 3
0 . 8 7
1 . 3 0

0 . 9 0 7
0 . 4 2 4
0 . 8 0 0
0.962
0.0%”
0 . 1 5 3
0.cO1’
0.3%
0.197

Criric<J  Swcess  Facmr

Fmjcct  Appmch
Technolo&al  Activitks
Human  R e -  M a n a g e m e n t
tvkketing  Activitks
Fmja  Detïoition (advance)
&-DWd0pUi4
Market
Rnancial  Meann
COmpctiöOU
FTcductCompany  Fit
collahaation

l  s i g n i f i c a n t  on  a  0 . 0 5  k v e l

4 . 3 3 4 . 3 5
4 . 1 9 4.00
4 . 1 3 4 . 0 1
4 . 0 5 4 . 0 5
4 . 0 4 3 . 8 8
3 . 9 9 3 . 9 8
4 . 0 5 3 . 5 3
3 . 9 9 3 . 8 4
4 . 0 2 3 . 7 2
3 . 8 4 3 . 7 7
3 . 7 4 3 . 6 0
3 . 5 4 3 . 2 5
3 . 4 1 3 . 3 8
3 . 3 8 3 . 0 8

- 0 . 2 0 0 . 8 3 9
2 . 2 6 0 . 0 2 5 ’
1 . 0 5 0.2%

0 . 0 3 0 . 9 8 0
1 . 3 9 0 . 1 6 7
0 . 1 1 0 . 9 1 7

2 . 2 1 0 . 0 2 9 ’
1 . 5 1 0.134
3 . 1 6 om2
0 . 5 3 0.594
1 . 1 0 0 . 2 7 4
2 . 1 5 0 . 0 3 3 ’
0 . 2 6 0.794
2 . 2 2 0 . 0 2 8 ’

Critical  Succcss Factor

Eotrcpmeur
h~ue  hduct  AdWnkges
llmovatim CUltwe
Roject Appmach
Technological  Activities
Human  Resounx  Mmgc.meut
Marketing Activities
hjcct  Defioition (advaace)
F’re-devclopment
Markei
Rnaocial  Maas
cmpetitim
Roduct-compaoy  fit
c!olkharatioll

’ significant on  a  0.M  leve1

4 . 3 5 4 . 3 0 056 0 . 5 7 7
4 . 1 2 4 . 1 3 - 0 . 9 9 0 . 9 2 2
4 . 1 1 4 . 1 3 - 0 . 2 4 0 . 8 1 2
4 . 0 1 4 . 0 1 - 0 . 2 8 0 . 7 7 7
4 . 0 5 3.94 0 . 9 3 0 . 3 5 5
4 . 0 0 4 . 0 0 0 . 0 5 0 . 9 6 3
3 . 9 3 4 . 0 7 - 1 . 7 3 0.086
3.97 3 . 9 5 0 . 2 0 0 . 8 4 1
3 . 9 1 4 . 0 2 - 1 . 1 8 0 . 2 4 1
3 . 8 4 3 . 7 5 0 . 6 8 0.499
3 . 1 3 3 . 6 2 0 . 9 0 0 . 3 6 9
3 . 4 3 3 . 5 7 - 1.M 0.294
3 . 4 6 3 . 2 7 1 . 5 0 0 . 1 3 7
3 . 2 9 3 . 3 3 - 0 . 3 2 1 0 . 7 4 9
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Critical  Succcss Factor
*corc
red
ho-
wive
com-
panies

Rojat  Appmach
Teclmological  Activitin
Human Resource  Managcmnt
Marketing Acövities
Project Defioition  (advancc)
Re-DcV&lttEttt
M a r k . 2 4
f%nncial  Means
COmpctitiOn
Product-Company Rt
COlLabontiOIi

’ significant cm  a 0.05 leve1

4.34
4.14
4.08
4.06
3.99
3.99
4.10
3.94
4.08
3.84
3.71
3.46
3.31
3.30

3.99 0.07
3.91 2.30
3.95 -0.87
3.88 2.80
3.80 0.93
3.72 -0.55
3.46 0.27
3.39 -0.97
3.30 -0.12

1.00
-0.25

EntEp~~Ut 4.31
Utdque Roduct  Advatttages 4.07
lrmovation Culture 3.99
Roject  Appmch 4.04
Technological  Activities 3.99
Human Resource Management 4.02
Matketin~ Activities 3.85
Fmject Detkiticm (advaocc) 3.99
R~-DWdOp~t 3.91
htarket 3.81
Finmcial  Means 3.7s
COtttpditiOtl 3.48
Rcduct-c!ompany  Fit 3.52
colklbaratim 3.23

significant on a 0.05 leve1

nies

0.493
0.186
0.563
0.210
0537
0.49
0.039
0.593
0.027’
0.364
0.584
0.46
0.693
0.505

4.38 -0.83
4.10 -0.37
4.24 -2.58
4.00 0.48
4.02 -0.25
3.91 1.32
4.14 -3.31
3.89 1.11
3.91 0.02
3.75 0.43
3.68 0.55
3.41 0.52
3.24 2.03
3.37 -1.12

0.407
0.711
0.011’
0.631
0.803
0.189
0.001’
0.269
0.983
0.665
0.582
0.602
0.021’
0.266
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7. Discussion

Fitst  we wil1 discuss  the results for the complete set of data (sec  Table 3). Clearly, the
entrepreneur is the most important factor in the innovation process.  The unique product
advantages, presence of an innovation culture, project approach, technological activities,
human  resource management, marketing activities, advance  project definition and pre-
development are more important than the market and financial means.  The potential
determinants competition, product-company fit, and collaboration are of very  little
influence.

Using a t-test for paired samples (see Moore and McCabe,  1993),  we tested whether the
mean  scores for two critical success factors differ significantly. The last column of Table
3 shows which different critical success factors do indeed  have different mean  scores
statistically on a five or ten percent significante level.

A lot of differences are apparent with respect to the sequence we observed from the
literature survey. Entrepreneurs attribute mmarkable  importante  to innovation culture and
project approach. As the classification based on the literatum  review is rather  flexible, we
did not consider the differences from tbe perception  of the respondents any  further.

Next, we compared the results for the manufacturing and service sectors (see Table 4).
Running a t-test for independent samples teveals  tbat  unique product advantages,
marketing activities, pre-development, competition and collaboration have statistically
higher pteferences  for products  than for services (on a tïve  percent level).  In both cases
the entrepreneur is the most important, while collaboration seems to have the lowest
priority. This conclusion agrees  witb the results for the complete set of data and partially
confirms Atuahene-Gima (1996).

Table 5 gives the results for the entrepreneurs and the non-entrepreneurs. Their opinions
hardly deviate, which means  that the entrepreneurs do not have a special bias for
themselves. In both cases the entrepreneur is mentioned as the most critical success
factor. The  only significant differente is that the questionnaires of the non-entrepreneurs
indicate  a more ctucial  role for marketing activities than the questionnaires of the
entmpreneum  (significantly higher means  with a probability of 0.086 on a t-test for
independent samples).

44 firms show ten or more innovations, while tbeir  innovations are qualified  as
successful. Table 6 presents the results for this group of firms.  On top of the table we see
for the real  innovative lïrms,  apart from the entrepreneur and tbe unique product
advantages, the critical success factors marketing activities and pre-development. Again,
with a t-test for independent samples we can  show that these two critical success factors
are more important for real  innovative firms than for the other firms.

Finally the data set was divided according to companies  with up to seven employees and
companies  with more than seven employees. This number of workers was chosen
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because.  it is the maximum that one individual can  usually manage. A larger staff
necessitates additional management and organizational changes.  Marketing activities and
innovation culture are more crucial for smal1 firms than for large ones.  The product-
company fit has the opposite role (significant at the live percent level). See Table 7.
These outcomes partially confirm  Yap and Souder  (1994) and Nooteboom (1994).

8. Conclusions

From the perspective of the respondents,  the entrepreneur is the most important factor in
the innovation process. Intemal aspects dominate not only  the list of success factors but
also the top of the list. A cluster of intemal aspects fellows  the entrepreneur: unique
product advantages, innovation culture, project approach, technological activities, human
resource management, marketing activities, project definition and pre-development.
Market, financial means,  competition, product/company  fit and collaboration appear only
in the third and even the fourth clusters. Financial means,  however,  entail both intemal
and extemal aspect&

A few aspects are believed to be more important for the manufacturing sector than for the
service sector. These are unique product advantages, marketing activities, pte-
development, competition and collaboration. The question of intangibility of services
might be crucial in tbis  respect. The novelty of an innovative service must be considered
carefully and communicated to the potential client.  Otherwise, competitors may  win the
prize. Collaboration can  be an important asset  in fighting  this competition.

The real  successful innovative firms think unique product advantages, marketing
activities and pre-development are very  important. These three factors can  al1  be
controlled  by firms.

The subgroups of responding entrepreneurs and non-enttepreneurs revealed hardly any
differences. Nor were there many  significant scale  differences. Marketing is less
important for the entrepreneurs involved, which might be attributable to product-
blindness. Economies  of scale  and bureaucracy might be explanatory factors for the
differences between large and smal1 companies.

Statistically, we may  conclude that the entrepreneurs do not consider extemal
circumstances very  important aspects of innovation success. They have a rather
egocentric point of view, in that they place  themselves and the intemal process on top
(which they are in a position  to influence). Extemal aspects follow much  later. This
attitude obviously entails a considerable  risk of over-estimation.
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